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CONCEALED  CARRY; NEXT STEP BASICS 

 
COST $125/student 
CLASS SIZE Min 3, Max 6 students  
LENGTH Approx. 6hrs. 
PRE-REQUISITE Prior Basic Handgun Class, Ohio or equivalent CCW/CHL Class  
REQUIRED Your CC Firearm, CC Holster, minimum 200 rounds ammunition, eye/ear   

protection, cleaning kit.  NO SHOULDER HOLSTERS  
Recommended Single and/or double magazine pouch, Speed Loaders, Speed Strips, IFAK   

 
You’ve taken your Concealed Carry class, purchased or already own your CC Firearm, and maybe obtained 
your Ohio Concealed Handgun License or other state equivalent. You want to progress your shooting skills and 
competency further, learning using your own CC firearm while under the direction of a Certified Firearms 
Instructor. The CONCEALED CARRY; NEXT STEP BASICS course is for those who have previously taken a 
Concealed Carry class and/or have obtained your Ohio Concealed Handgun License or equivalent from another 
state. This class expands upon the basic skills learned in your Concealed Carry class. 
 
Topics covered include the following (contingent upon student capabilities, experience, prior instruction): 
 

- Rules for Handgun/Firearm Safety 
- Firearm disassembly, maintenance and function 
- Dry Fire practice; handgun defensive handling and presentation, stance, sight alignment, target 

accusation, trigger press, proper grip, manipulation, magazine loading, defensive techniques 
- CC draw techniques from a holster, holstering 
- Aiming, sight alignment, long range practice 
- Point & Shoot, short range practice 
- Strong hand/Weak hand practice 
- Recoil management and trigger control 
- TAC TAC (multiple shots, single and multiple targets) 
- Malfunction recognition (Tap-n-Rack) 
- Rapid Reload/Tactical Reload 
- Skills will be practiced indoor and outdoor, using your CC Firearm and Shot Indicating Reset Trigger 

training pistols 
 
At the conclusion of this class, you should be able to perform the following shooting skills; 
 

- From 10ft, draw from holster, shoot 4 separate 5 shot groupings in 4” targets, re-holster 
- From 15ft, clear a malfunction during live fire, continue firing, all shots hitting silhouette target 
- From 15ft,  during live fire, rapid reload, continue live fire, all shots hitting silhouette target 
- Short range point and shoot (instinctive shoot), all shots hitting silhouette target 
- From 25ft, draw from holster, fire 10 rounds, all rounds hitting silhouette target center mass 

 
 

CALL TO REGISTER OR TO INQUIRE ABOUT UPCOMING CLASSES 
 

(Courses are designed by Certified Firearms Instructors and are not NRA courses)  
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